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 Fantasy 
Reality

BY KYLE STACK • Special to amNewYork

Setup men go from unrecognized to in demand in fantasy baseball 
leagues that count holds as a statistical category. They can even 

provide insurance for strikeouts, ERA and WHIP in non-hold 
leagues. Here are seven of them to keep an eye on:

To learn more, call today.
Columbia University Medical Center

212.305.0832
thebloomstudy.com

If you’re a woman at least 30 years of age, have had a
hysterectomy, and are experiencing a decrease in sexual 
desire, you may qualify for   a medical research study. The 
study will evaluate LibiGel®, an investigational medication for 
Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder (HSDD). Local study 
physicians are enrolling participants now.

A marketing research firm is looking for people 
who have been diagnosed with HIV in the last 
three years to participate in a 15 minute web 
or telephone survey to discuss your current 
views about HIV. NO SALES. You will receive 
$25 after completing the study. 

Please call 877-424-6843 EXT 123 or 
email HIVstudy@biovid.com 

HIV PATIENT RESEARCH

 

TAKE A STEP CLOSER 
TO A WORLD 

WITHOUT AIDS

Project ACHIEVE and Columbia University Medical Center

www.nycvaccine.org
800-973-3312

“Bringing hope today for future generations”

• HIV-negative volunteers, 18-50 are needed.

• It is not possible to get HIV from the vaccine.

• Volunteers will receive risk-reduction counseling
   and will be reimbursed for their time and travel.

212-751-3242
635 Madison Ave

13th Floor
NY, NY 10022

Knee Pain
Research Study

Do you struggle with knee pain due to
osteoarthritis? If you have osteoarthritis (OA)
of the knee, you may qualify for a 12 week
clinical trial for and investigational medication
for osteoarthritis. This trial follows subjects

carefully for any stomach side effects.

You may qualify if you are:
• 45-80 years of age

• Have been diagnosed with
arthritis of the knee

• Take a medication for knee
pain most days

• Do not have a history of
gastrointestinal bleed or
ulcer(s) diagnosed within the
past 5 years

www.researchacrossamerica.com

For more information contact
Research Across America at

Acupuncture Study for IBS
Do you have Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS)?

You may be eligible for an Acupuncture Study
aimed at reducing symptoms associated with IBS.

Participants will receive up to $330. For more info call:
NYU: Special Studies in Symptom Management

212-365-0346

MEDICAL RESEARCH
STUDIES

Set up in 
their role
Tyler Clippard, 
Washington

It’s hard to 
believe a Nation-
als reliever could 
be among the 
league leaders 
in holds, a stat 
that indicates 
preserved victo-

ries. But so it is 
with the ex-Yankee 

Clippard. His 2.12 ERA 
and 33 strikeouts in 292⁄3 innings 
have helped him garner 10 holds. 
Don’t expect Clippard to get many 
more save chances, though: He’s 
blown all five he’s received.

Arthur Rhodes, Cincinnati
At what other position can you 

see a 40-year-old outperform his 
peers? Rhodes sports an ultra-
low 0.49 ERA and a 0.65 WHIP 
through 20 appearances, though 

his 12 holds and 18 strikeouts in 
181⁄3 innings are more fantasy-
relevant. With closer Francisco 
Cordero on his way to his fourth 
straight 30-save year, Rhodes will 
likely remain in a setup role.

Joba Chamberlain, Yankees
Chamberlain has finally found 

stability with the Yankees as 
Mariano Rivera’s setup man. With 
nine holds and 25 strikeouts in 20 
innings, the burly 24-year-old 
should remain an elite reliever. 
While he’ll get the occasional 
save chance, Chamberlain 
won’t be a closer as long 
as Rivera is healthy.

Joel Zumaya, Detroit
Just as talented as 

Chamberlain, Zumaya 
fell off the radar the last 
two years with shoulder trou-
bles. Yet he’s living up to his 
previous billing with 29 strikeouts 
in 26 frames, a 2.08 ERA and a 

1.12 WHIP to go with six holds. 
Zumaya will likely stay where he 
is in Detroit’s bullpen: Closer Jose 
Valverde has been outstanding.

Closer candidates
Joel Hanrahan, Pittsburgh

He’s already accumulated nine 
holds — as many as he had last 
year — and has whiffed 27 batters 
through just 17 innings. He could 

take over if incumbent closer 
Octavio Dotel struggles as he 
did in April (10.61 ERA, two 
blown saves). 

Mike Adams and Luke 
Gregerson, San Diego

Adams (22 Ks in 191⁄3 
IP) and Gregerson (26 Ks 
in 232⁄3 IP) each have 12 
holds and could com-
pete for the closer role 

if incumbent Heath Bell is 
traded in the event the hot-

starting Padres drop out of 
playoff contention.

‘Hold’ on to these hot relievers
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